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Hydrogen Overall Picture 
Clean Hydrogen and related technologies will play a key role in 
decarbonizing many sectors, specifically the marine industry, but 
massive investments and developments along the supply chain are 
needed. 

The post pandemic madness in conjunction with the Ukraine-Russia 
crisis, brought new life to the fuel industry. Everyone is investing in 
fuels with the goal of zero emission. Hedge funds and Investors are 
refocusing capital to new alternative fuels at increasing speed each 
day. 

We need to be careful how we approach the energy transition in order 
to be successful. Changes will need to made to avoid the frequency 
of weather-related disasters, meet the requirements of Paris 
agreement, and decrease the Global temperature by 1.5°C by the end 
of the century. There are a series of good alternatives that have 
immense potential to drastically change the future of the marine 
industry. 

The use of Hydrogen as an energy carrier is hardly a new concept. 
Market momentum and increased focus on emissions have the idea 
of using hydrogen back into the limelight. Despite the growth in 
environmental concerns and decades research, there are still many 
obstacles to overcome for hydrogen market to scale up. 

In order to achieve this decisive policy action will be needed, as well 
as significant infrastructure investment to drive scale. Developing 
hydrogen will require a development of renewable capacity beyond 
what will be used to decarbonize the power sector. 

Large-scale hydrogen networks will be necessary to connect 
production and storage resources to end-users. Scaling-up the 
supply chain can lower supply costs, increase security, enable 
competitive markets, and facilitate international trade. 

Hydrogen is almost entirely supplied from natural gas and coal 
today; it is already with us at industrial scale all around the World, 
but its production is responsible for annual CO2 emissions 
equivalent to those of Indonesia and the United Kingdom combined. 
Harnessing this existing scale on the way to a clean energy future 
requires both the capture of CO2 from hydrogen production from 
fossil fuels and a greater supply of hydrogen from clean electricity. 

 

1: Hydrogen production sources  

2: Planned production of Hydrogen from Electrolysis and 
from fossil fuels with CCUS for the major continents (source 
IEA)  

3: Total emissions intensity of different fuels (Cheng, Lee) 



 
 
 

How Hydrogen can be stored 
on ships? 
Storing Hydrogen gas on board is quite challenging. On one hand, 
the storage in gas cylinders results in rather low weight and volume 
densities of the overall system. So, this will require large parts of the 
ship's deck and its hold to be used for the storage of the cylinders. 
Another issue is the slow fueling/bunkering time that is inherent to 
transporting a low-density gas. For the automotive industry, a 
specific fueling protocol has been developed for fueling hydrogen 
gas at 70 MPa, the SAE J2601 Protocol. 

This ensures safe operation of hydrogen fueling for cars; the 
hydrogen is cooled down to −40 °C at first so no heat management 
in the car is needed and the fueling speed is limited in the range of 
∼1 kg of hydrogen per minute. This protocol is well suited for 
operations in the automotive industry were 1kg of hydrogen 
corresponds to a driving range of around 100 km. 

With the type IV polymer tanks, the temperature of the gas should 
not exceed 70 °C for safety reasons and therefore slow and chilled 
bunkering of the gas is required. Let’s assume that a medium/large 
ship would require a few 100tons of hydrogen for a relevant 
operation. Fueling at this rate (1Kg/min) would take several weeks 
or very high number of nozzles. Assuming that bug ports such as 
Rotterdam, Singapore, Fujairah etc. will implement a sophisticated 
bunkering procedure, what would happen to the rest of the World 
where small and medium ports won’t have the funds to cover the 
upgrade? If a fuel has to replace the whole marine industry it must 
be accessible to everyone. 

Liquid hydrogen.  A lot of research on the use and storage of liquid 
hydrogen found today is still based on the aerospace industry. The 
largest problem with liquid hydrogen fueling processes is the low 
temperature at which the fueling process has to take place and the 
subsequent evaporation of liquid hydrogen. 

Specific insulation materials are required for the tank materials to 
keep the heat flux into the tank as low as possible. NASA has 
reported that for the space shuttle launch, 45% of purchased liquid 
hydrogen was lost in the process chain, before even reaching the fuel 
tank of the space shuttle.



 
Since the liquefaction process for hydrogen is an energy intensive 
processes the loss of liquid hydrogen must be reduced as much as 
possible to keep the overall energy efficiency of the process as high 
as possible. 

Before ports can supply ships enough liquid hydrogen, an entirely 
new fuel infrastructure will have to be built. Currently, it is not 
transported as a commodity across large bodies of water. The 
development of a liquid hydrogen port remains a significant 
challenge before liquid hydrogen can be used globally as a fuel. 

Recent developments of LNG fueled ships can serve as a baseline for 
the use of hydrogen ships. Due to temperature and density of liquid 
hydrogen ships will face even greater obstacles.  Liquid hydrogen is 
about 90°C colder and the energy density a factor of 2 lower, 
therefore colder temperatures and increased volume will have to be 
stored compared to LNG. The fuel of a ship is usually divided into 
multiple smaller tanks, but for each of these tanks, the hydrogen will 
evaporate, creating partially filled hydrogen tanks. In each of these 
tanks, you risk sloshing of the liquid, with stability issues of the ship 
as a consequence. On top of this, safety reasons must also be taking 
into account. A possible explosion can be more dangerous and 
catastrophic than an explosion from MGO and or VLSFO 

Ammonia. Compared to liquid hydrogen, ammonia has a few 
significant advantages for its use as a shipping fuel. For one, the 
energy density of liquid ammonia is higher than that of liquid 
hydrogen, under less stringent conditions. Moreover, the production 
and transport of ammonia has been developing for over a century 
now and the shipping of this compound is well developed. Safety 
protocols have already been written to lower the risks of accidents 
related to this still toxic chemical. 

 Methanol. Like ammonia, methanol is one of the most produced and 
shipped chemicals in the world. In 2015 more than 70 million tons of 
methanol were produced globally. A widely developed infrastructure 
is already in place available to handle and ship methanol which makes 
it fit for its further development as a fuel. Since methanol is liquid at 
ambient temperatures there are little changes required to the existing 
bunkering infrastructure. Historically, methanol has already been used 
as a fuel additive to enhance engine performance.  

Typically, methanol is seen as a fuel that matches well with SI engines, 
due to the high auto-ignition temperature and the high heat of 
vaporization. SI engines are not widely used for systems larger than 
cars, so development is needed. Compression ignition engines that 
use methanol are being developed, but they require more changes to 
use methanol as efficiently as a fuel. Currently, CI engines only run-
on methanol diesel-dual fuel operation.  

Storing methanol on board also offers an interesting advantage over 
other fuel types; due to its low toxicity to marine life methanol could 
be stored inside the double hulls of ships. Since methanol poses no 
danger to marine life there is no environmental risk if methanol spills 
into the ocean, making it possible to store it in the available space of 
the hulls. 

4: Number of projects around the world by Fuels (Source 
IEA) 

5: Green Ammonia production for ships (source DNV) 

6: Dual-Fuel / Fuel-mix in new projects (source DNV) 



 
 

 

How do we decide if a fuel is 
good or not? 
With exhaust gas emissions being monitored closely and alternative 
fuels being on the rise, ship owners and shipping companies need to 
make a few choices before they order their next vessel. Do I go for 
LNG, hydrogen fuel cells or maybe methanol? When it comes to fuel 
storage, the energy density is a major factor to take in consideration. 

 
 
 What is Energy Density? 
Each fuel provides a certain amount of energy when combusting a 
certain quantity, the amount of energy per unit of weight is called 
the lower heating value (LHV) which is measured in MJ/kg. Each fuel 
also has a density which is measured in kg/m³. y multiplying these 
two numbers we get the energy density measured in MJ/m³. The 
energy density tells you how much storage volume you need to have 
available on your ship in order to get the amount of energy required 
to propel your vessel. 

                           Energy density = LHV x ρ 

 

 

Which fuel has the best energy density? 

It should come as no surprise that Marine Gas Oil (MGO) has the most 
favorable energy density, hence the of it for last few decades. But with 
this option out of the question what is the second-best option? The 
following charts, compare the Energy density and Lifecycle GHG 
emissions for the major candidates of marine fuels. 
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7: Energy density of major marine fuels (Source EPA and 
IEA) 

8: Lifecycle GHG emissions for major marine fuels (Source 
EPA and IEA) 

9: Annual CO2 emissions for the shipping sector (Source 
Xchange) 



 
 

 

 Hydrogen Forecast 
More than 80% of the existing alternative fuel projects are located in 
Europe. Hydrogen accounts for about half of the mentioned 
percentage, though more projects are being planned in other parts 
of the world (Africa, Australia, Chile, Middle East, Australia and the 
United States). These new projects are looking to take advantage of 
good renewable resources or access to cheap natural gas and CO2 
storage for the production of hydrogen-derived fuels. 

Hydrogen has tremendous potential to reduce or eliminate emissions 
from shipping and achieve the IMO’s 2050 goals. In fuel cells, 
hydrogen can be used to produce zero-carbon, zero-emissions TTW 
power.  

In combustion dual-fuel engines, emissions and carbon can be 
reduced according to the percentage of hydrogen fuel consumed. 
Green and blue hydrogen production can allow for the life cycle of 
the fuel to minimize carbon and GHG emissions from WTW.  

The use of hydrogen is expected to increase to take advantage of 
these emissions reductions. Initially a cost investment but over time 
the fuel and infrastructure can become cost competitive with other 
decarbonized fuel options. The following figure shows the 
hypothetic fuels trend till 2050. 

In order to decarbonize the marine industry, legislations need to be 
implemented by the IMO. Analyzing the Carbon pathway through 
LCA analysis and introducing carbon taxes could be possible options, 
but we believe it will penalize small shipowners.  

While big companies will eventually have the money to pay carbon 
taxes, small shipowners will be put out of business if they don’t 
comply (since they won’t be able to afford either to pay the carbon 
taxes and invest in expensive new technologies). 

We believe the IMO should introduce a mandatory min quantity of 
low carbon fuels to be blended with current VLSFO and MGO. This 
will help the energy transition till Hydrogen will be available at more 
affordable price, both to buy and install the technology on board. 
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10: Hypothetic marine fuels trend till 2050 (by Blend 
Tiger) 

11: Section 45V Clean Hydrogen Production Tax Credit in 
IRA 



 

 

 

Can Hydrogen Be the best 
alternative to MGO and or VLSFO? 
We identified a series of must-do paths to boost the hydrogen 
introduction to the marine industry: 

1) Produce Hydrogen through renewables sources such as electrolysis 
or Renewable Gas (RNG). Most of the refineries around the World are 
still producing Hydrogen through SMR (Steam Methane Reforming) 
to meet with the Paris accord requirements. This will not be 
sustainable in the long run, but we also understand that completely 
zero carbon technologies are very expensive and refineries cannot 
disrupt their economy to shift towards renewables overnight. We 
advise to couple the SMR with CCU to capture the CO2 emitted during 
the process, in this way shipowners have access to cleaner Hydrogen. 

2) Build and create new infrastructure to help with the bunkering 
process. One possibility could be to modify the existing LNG 
infrastructure, even though important investments are needed to 
convert from LNG to H2. Having reliable bunkering infrastructure will 
help small shipowners to adapt using hydrogen as a marine fuel. 

3) Create new ad-hoc specifications. This is a crucial point because it 
helps the industry navigate to a new and challenging fuel. IMO has 
to make an effort and create a regulation similar to the ISO8717-
2017 for residual marine fuels. New regulations and guidelines are 
needed since Hydrogen is more challenging to store, transport, and 
deliver.  There is a higher possibility of a catastrophic event 
compared to traditional VLSFO. Some regulations written for LNG can 
be applied to H2, but since we are dealing with something different, 
we believe that having new regulations will help the industry move 
forward. This also will help to create standards and guidelines to 
make sure everybody complies with it. IMO could also create 
something similar to RFS program for the US or RED in Europe, where 
there are incentives in using new fuels with lower emissions, besides 
the carbon credit program (ETS or carbon tax). 

4) Make the hydrogen affordable. Currently the price of Hydrogen 
fluctuates depending where and how it’s produced. The tables on the 
left side show the cost of Hydrogen for North America, Eu and Asia, 
produced through SMR and Renewable ways. Then we compare those 
prices with the current marine fuels (MGO and VLSFO) 

 
As we can see from the above tables (12a-b-c), the cost of hydrogen 
from renewable sources is higher than the tadeonal ones and it 
changes drastically depending where it is produced. If we compare the 
cost of the hydrogen with the cost of the current MGO, we can see that 
there is almost a difference of one order of magnitude. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

North America

EU

SMR 4.62Asia

SMR 6.23

SMR 1.51

Technology H2 [$/Kg]

12a: Hydrogen price produced through SMR (Source 
Argus) 

5.78

EU Renewable 7.23

Asia Renewable 10.48

Technology H2 [$/Kg]

North America Renewable

12b: Hydrogen price produced through Renewables 
(Source Argus) 

North America

EU

Asia 0.958 0.603

0.894 0.539

0.905 0.554

MGO [$/Kg] VLSFO [$/Kg]

12c: MGO and VLSFO price (Source Ship&Bunker) 



 
 

 

In order to make hydrogen the default fuel, the price point needs to 
be lower and more stable. The only way to have a decrease in price 
is if the aforementioned paths are well established. Once this is 
achieved the market will dilute the price since the demand will 
increase and will create more competitions. 

Storage and availability are the main costs to a vessel’s conversion 
to hydrogen as a marine fuel. The availability and cost of hydrogen 
is currently higher than that of natural gas, making it less attractive 
to the shipping industry. Vessels can use grey or brown hydrogen as 
it is currently available and switch to blue or green hydrogen as those 
production pathways become more widespread and cost-effective. 

A decrease in the production cost and an increase in the availability 
of hydrogen has the potential to make hydrogen a top fuel alternative 
option for marine vessels. As the initiative and efforts continue, the 
cost of marine hydrogen decreases as more countries develop 
hydrogen from renewable processes. Many countries are in positions 
to begin building a large hydrogen economy. Various initiatives in 
many countries to expand their local hydrogen production or the 
hydrogen trade can assist in boosting hydrogen investments, export 
opportunities and drive the hydrogen market to expand. 

The cost of green and blue hydrogen fuel prices is a crucial 
component to lower the carbon emissions by 2050. If the cost is 
lowered, the shipping industry will have a much easier transition to 
access and implement the fuel. As renewable energy becomes less 
expensive and efficient green hydrogen becomes less expensive. 

Green or blue hydrogen have the potential to decarbonize shipping 
entirely and achieve the IMO’s decarbonization goals by 2050. 
Described in the 2020 ABS Setting the Course to Low Carbon 
Shipping: Pathways to Sustainable Shipping document as the end 
goal of the Light Gas Pathway, hydrogen can be produced from a 
variety of sources which results in a range of fuel cost. 

Figure-7 shows the correlation between the technology of 
production and the expense for every kilogram of hydrogen, where 
near-term 2030 hydrogen production from fossil fuels is expected 
to remain the least expensive option. However, generation from 
electrolysis based on an increasing renewable electrical grid is 
expected to reduce the costs of those carbon-free production 
pathways. Many first adopters of hydrogen as marine fuel expect to 
begin using brown or gray hydrogen in the near-term and focus on 
eliminating their TTW emissions. As the hydrogen industry expands 
and begins to generate cost-competitive blue or green hydrogen, 
these fuels will easily replace dirtier hydrogen streams and allow for 
fully decarbonized WTW operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

13: Hydrogen production cost for different technologies in 
2030 (source ABS) 

14: GHG emissions shipping sector 1990-2020 (Source 
Statista) 

15: Hydrogen Ship (Source Sandia) 



 

Conclusion 
The opportunities for hydrogen to decarbonize the marine industry 
are significant, but the challenges are great. Increased investment 
and clear and supportive policies and regulations are necessary. The 
magnitude of growth needed for hydrogen fuel use is an enormous 
obstacle. Changes to production, infrastructure, regulations, 
demand, and even data collection will be required.   

Scaling all components of the value chain is a major part of the 
challenge, but also part of the solution. Economies of scale will help 
to lower costs and diversified production sources will help lower 
risk for off-takers and enable competitive markets. Scaling-up 
production will look different in different regions. 

 First, new regulations are needed at ground level, e.g., refineries 
where most of the hydrogen is produced through SMR. New 
technologies to get cleaner Hydrogen are needed there first, so they 
can provide the shipping industry with green hydrogen. Afterwards 
shipowners need to be able to purchase the hydrogen, that means 
ports and terminals need to have the infrastructure to provide 
hydrogen to all the ships.  

Important considerations need to be taken into account on how 
hydrogen is moved and stored. If the hydrogen is bunkered and 
stored as a liquid, new and expensive infrastructures are needed. 
Shipowners need to invest in refurbishing engines with more 
expensive technologies, such as fuel cells.  Then the tanks which 
store the hydrogen need to be rebuilt to tolerate pressurized liquid 
and all the pipes that transfer Hydrogen need to be insulated to 
avoid hydrogen leaks.  

As mentioned, the big shipping companies can afford the 
investment but the majority of smaller shipowners around the world 
cannot comply with this expensive technology. For all those reasons 
hydrogen can be a serious candidate only if everybody can afford 
to use it and to buy it. It has to be a fuel for everybody not just for 
elite shipping companies to show how they are leading 
decarbonizing the sector.   

More investment, research and development are needed to lower 
production costs and promote ramp up. Given the scale of the 
investments needed on the supply side, it is likely that some form 
of long-term supply contracts will be needed. Pricing structure, 
delivery terms, flexibility, hydrogen quality, review clauses will be 
crucial parts of the negotiated contracts between buyers and sellers.  

The hydrogen market is still in its infancy, but the potential and 
momentum for market development have never been greater and 
we believe it has excellent possibilities to replace the current MGO. 
Because the price, the cost of the technology and the availability, 
Hydrogen can play a role in the future but not in the present. We 
need to take advantage of the resources we have now and use them. 
For example, biofuels are the present solutions to help to 
decarbonize the sector because they can be used directly in the 
current technology and it won’t require enormous investments 
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